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To describe and compare the structure of a variety of common animals.
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4 legs

2 legs

beak

feathers
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scaly skin

hair

wings

no legs
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How are animals different?

webbed feet

tail

fins
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How are animals the same?
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frog - amphibian

newt - amphibian
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toad - amphibian

jackdaw - bird
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osprey - bird

ostrich - bird
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penguin - bird

sparrow - bird
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swan - bird

barn owl - bird
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guppy - fish

koi - fish
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shark - fish

tuna - fish
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clownfish - fish

badger - mammal
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cat - mammal

chimpanzee - mammal
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deer - mammal

giraffe - mammal
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horse - mammal

mouse - mammal
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human - mammal

bearded dragon - reptile
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crocodile - reptile

snake - reptile
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tortoise - reptile
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How are they the same?

How are they different?

Which animal group do they belong to?

How are they the same?

How are they different?

Which animal group do they belong to?

Compare these animals.Compare these animals.
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Reasoning Cards Answers

Reasoning Card 2

What animal group do they belong to?

Both animals are birds. 

How are they the same?

Similarities could include both having wings, 
feathers, beaks and two legs. 

How are they different?

Differences could include details about differences 
in size, shape and colouring. Answers could also 
reference ostriches being flightless. 
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